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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has four different business units (BUS) with different processes that shares global
customers. They have implemented a multi-org strategy with one org consolidating customer 360-degree view, and four
orgs for the different BUS. Each of the BU orgs read and write customer information from/to the customer 360-degree
view org in real time. UC is now launching a new BU that will use Salesforce. It does not share customers with the other
BUS and needs flexibility in their Business processes. 

What should an architect recommend as org strategy for this new BU 

A. Use a new stand-alone Salesforce org for the new BU, not integrated with the others. 

B. Deploy the new BU in customer 360-degree view org, and read and write customer information from it without need
of custom integration. 

C. Use the same Salesforce org of another BU that shares geographical localization with the new BU. 

D. Use a new Salesforce org for the new BU, and customize integration so that it reads and writes customer information
from the customer data org 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two decisions should be made by an Architecture Review Board (ARB)? Choose 2 answers 

A. Whether to create a new Salesforce object or override an existing object using a new Record Type 

B. Whether to utilize the Waterfall or Agile methodology on the project 

C. What testing tools should be used to track integration testing requirements 

D. Whether to implement Single Sign -On with SAML or delegated authentication 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

What advice should a technical architect provide in a Change Advisory Board meeting? 

A. Functionality meets the business needs. 

B. Solution is usable by the business. 

C. Solution is technically sound. 

D. Troubleshooting strategies for deployment issues 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has three types of releases in their release management strategy: 

daily, minor (monthly), and major (quarterly). A user has requested a new report to support an urgent client request. 

What release strategy would an Architect recommend? 

A. Utilize the major release process to create the report directly in production bypassing the full sandbox. 

B. Utilize the minor release process to create the report directly in production bypassing the full sandbox. 

C. Utilize the major release process to create the report in a full sandbox and then deploy it to production. 

D. Utilize the daily release process to create the report directly in a full sandbox and then deploy it to production. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has just initiated a project to implement partner community. The application will be deployed into a
production environment currently in use by a large Salesforce user base. The project manager has insisted that the
development and testing team use a single developer sandbox. What is the risk with this approach? 

A. Tester will encounter platform limits due to developer sandbox capacity limits. 

B. Testers will experience functional changes throughput testing due to not having isolation form development. 

C. Testers will hit governor limits due to large volume of users in the developer sandbox. 

D. Refreshing the developer sandbox will take significant time. 

Correct Answer: B 
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